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We study the influence of an external magnetic field on the deconfinement transition in two-
flavour lattice QCD with physical quark charges. We use dynamical overlap fermions without any
approximation such as fixed topology and perform simulations on a 163 × 6 lattice and at a pion
mass around 500MeV. The pion mass (as well as the lattice spacing) was determined in independent
runs on 123 × 24 lattices. We consider two temperatures, one of which is close to the deconfinement
transition and one which is above. Within our limited statistics the dependence of the Polyakov
loop and chiral condensate on the magnetic field supports the “inverse magnetic catalysis” scenario
in which the transition temperature decreases as the field strength grows for temperature not to far
above the critical temperature.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc,12.38.Mh,25.75.Nq,11.30.Rd,13.40.Ks
1. INTRODUCTION
The influence of strong magnetic fields on the quark-
gluon plasma is at present a subject of intensive research.
Magnetic fields of order 0.1− 1.0GeV2 can be produced
for a short period of time in heavy ion collisions in RHIC
and LHC [1, 2]. Such a magnetic field strength is com-
parable to the pion mass squared and hence can lead to
novel effects at the hadronic scale, e.g. related to strong
CP violation [3]. These effects are the topic of controver-
sial ongoing discussions. In recent years it became clear
that in order to incorporate the effects of local CP viola-
tion the description of the quark-gluon plasma by means
of conventional second-order relativistic viscous hydrody-
namics (for a nice review see [4]) should be amended by
including the transport coefficients and chemical poten-
tials which are odd under CP [5–11]. Such an “anomalous
hydrodynamics” requires an equation of state with new
“chiral” chemical potentials and the external magnetic
field. One also needs the values of the transport coeffi-
cients as input which should be provided, for example,
by lattice simulations.
Therefore one of the important ingredients in the self-
consistent hydrodynamical description of the influence
of external magnetic fields on heavy-ion collisions is the
equation of state of strongly interacting matter at non-
zero magnetic field and/or non-zero chiral chemical po-
tential. While a consistent construction of the over-
lap Dirac operator with non-zero chiral chemical poten-
tial was found only recently [12, 13], the introduction
of external magnetic field in the existing simulation al-
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gorithms for overlap fermions is straightforward. Thus
with rather easy modification of existing codes one can
answer the important question of how super-strong mag-
netic fields influence the temperature of the deconfine-
ment phase transition.
Before detailed lattice studies were performed in [14–
18], the general belief was that “magnetic catalysis”, that
is, the growth of the chiral condensate and thus of the
transition temperature with magnetic field strength, is
a solid QCD prediction [19]. A large number of effec-
tive models, including chiral perturbation theory [19–
22], functional renormalization group [23, 24], the Gross-
Neveu model [25, 26], the Sakai-Sugimoto model at zero
chemical potential [27], the linear sigma model [28] and
the extended Polyakov-Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [29–
31], agree with the “magnetic catalysis” scenario. At zero
temperature this behaviour can be related to the β func-
tion of scalar QED and is thus not a property of QCD as
such [32]. At higher temperatures the dependence of the
condensate on the magnetic field is determined by QCD
interactions, but one can still expect that for not very
large temperatures the growth of the condensate with
magnetic field will persist. In contrast, lattice simula-
tions [14, 15, 17, 18] have demonstrated that the QCD
response at sufficiently high temperatures is instead very
sensitive to, e.g., the quark mass. Explicit two-loop cal-
culation of the magnetic correction to the pressure [33]
as well as calculations within field-correlators framework
[34] also supports this observation .
The first lattice study of the deconfinement transition
in the presence of an external magnetic field [14] was
performed with rooted staggered fermions at larger than
physical pion mass. It also indicated that a magnetic
field increases the deconfinement temperature. In [15, 17]
a similar study was made with several different values
2of the u- and d-quark masses, ranging from the strange
quark mass down to their physical values. It was found
that for sufficiently light quarks (in other words, for suffi-
ciently small pion mass) the deconfinement temperature
starts decreasing with magnetic field. This scenario is
usually referred to as “inverse magnetic catalysis”. In
addition, in a recent work [18] of the Berlin group, some
signatures of inverse magnetic catalysis were found at
high temperatures and magnetic fields B < 0.8GeV2 for
Nf = 4 flavours of staggered fermions (without root-
ing) and close to physical pion mass in two-color lattice
QCD. An interesting phenomenological picture of inverse
magnetic catalysis resulting from a delicate interplay of
low-lying Dirac eigenvalues and the Polyakov loop was
proposed in [35].
Inverse magnetic catalysis can be also successfully re-
produced in the large-Nc limit of QCD [36] as well as
in some effective models of QCD, such as the antipodal
Sakai-Sugimoto model [37], the bag model [38] and in the
Polyakov-Nambu-Jona-Lasinio models with the coupling
constant which depends on the magnetic field [39, 40].
An interesting mechanism which can explain the inverse
magnetic catalysis is the strong enhancement of the fluc-
tuations of axial charge density jA0 = ψ¯γ0γ5ψ in the
presence of external magnetic field [41, 42]. Since at
nonzero axial charge density the Fermi levels for left- and
right-handed fermions shift in the opposite directions, the
formation of the bound states ψ¯RψL and ψ¯LψR which
constitute the chiral condensate is disfavoured. Thus
nonzero axial charge density tends to decrease the con-
densate and thus lower the critical temperature of the
restoration of chiral symmetry [43–45]. A crucial in-
gredient in this mechanism are the interactions in the
axial-vector iso-scalar channel, which become repulsive
at T & Tc due to instanton-anti-instanton molecule pair-
ing [46, 47].
The results of these works at least qualitatively agree
with the lattice data. We can conclude that while some
generic features of the QCD phase transition can be suc-
cessfully reproduced by almost all effective models on the
market, the decrease of the deconfinement temperature
in an external magnetic field is quite a specific predic-
tion. Thus, inverse magnetic catalysis turns out to be
extremely sensitive to the balance between quark and
gluon degrees of freedom and therefore has a potential
to exclude a large number of effective models which were
proposed to describe high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
To make full use of this potential it is crucial to reduce
not only the statistical but also the systematic uncertain-
ties of lattice simulations. In particular, we notice that
almost all previous lattice studies of the influence of a
magnetic field on QCD with dynamical quarks were done
with rooted staggered fermions. A question of whether
or not rooted staggered fermions correctly reproduce the
instanton-mediated interactions between quarks (t’Hooft
vertex) has been a subject of intense debates in recent
years [48–53]. But exactly such type of interactions
(with certain finite-temperature modifications [46, 47])
is crucial for the recently proposed scenario [41, 42] of
the inverse magnetic catalysis. While rooted staggered
fermions might still reproduce the required axial-vector
iso-scalar vertex in the continuum limit [51–53], one can
expect that at finite lattice spacing the interactions be-
tween truly chiral lattice fermions which are mediated
by topological objects will be closer to the ones in the
continuum theory.
Also, for applications to heavy-ion collisions the phase
diagram of magnetized QCD matter is mostly interesting
in conjunction with the values of the anomalous trans-
port coefficients (most notably the chiral magnetic [54]
and the chiral separation [55, 56] conductivities), which
can get nontrivial radiative corrections in interacting the-
ories [13, 57, 58]. Therefore one would like to obtain both
the equation of state and the values of transport coeffi-
cients using a single lattice action. Recent works [12, 13]
by one of the authors showed that the correct lattice im-
plementations of chiral symmetry and the corresponding
U (1)A axial anomaly are essential for the correct defi-
nition of anomalous transport on the lattice. Since the
tastes of staggered fermions have opposite chiralities, it
is not clear whether it is possible to reproduce anomalous
transport with staggered fermions. For instance it might
turn out that the Chiral Magnetic and the Chiral Sep-
aration effects simply cancel between the tastes. Also
for this reason it is important to perform lattice stud-
ies of the properties of strongly interacting chiral mat-
ter in external magnetic fields using truly chiral lattice
fermions, for which anomalous transport coefficients are
well-defined [13].
As a first step towards the first principle lattice studies
of the equation of state and the transport properties of
chiral QCD in an external magnetic field, in this work
we study the deconfinement transition in Nf = 2 lattice
QCD with dynamical overlap fermions, using algorithms
developed in [59–64]. We consider the dependence of the
chiral condensate and the Polyakov loop on the mag-
netic field and find that it supports the inverse magnetic
catalysis scenario. We also consider the fluctuations of
the topological charge, but within our statistics we can-
not reach a definite conclusion on how the magnetic field
changes the topological susceptibility.
Since the magnetic field does not affect the renor-
malization of the physical observables which we anal-
yse [65, 66], we base our conclusions on the behaviour
of non-renormalized physical observables in an external
magnetic field of varying strength at fixed lattice spacing.
Due to very large numerical cost of dynamical overlap
fermions our statistics is still limited, however, even at
the present level of accuracy we feel that at least some
qualitative statements can be made.
This work pursues several goals: first, we want to cross-
check whether the shift of the deconfinement phase tran-
sition observed with staggered fermions in [15] is repro-
duced with truly chiral lattice fermions. This is impor-
tant in order to quantify the predictive power of sim-
ulations both with staggered and chiral fermions and
3thus sharpen this tool for the falsification of models.
Such comparison is also necessary to understand which
bare quark mass in the overlap operator is already small
enough to reproduce the inverse magnetic catalysis. Sec-
ond, we test the simulation algorithms developed in [59–
64] for a lattice of reasonable size and in a physical setup
for which the use of chiral fermions might be crucial. We
thus demonstrate that with modern algorithms and com-
puter resources fully dynamical simulations with overlap
fermions are possible without introducing systematic er-
rors by resorting to fixed topology or other approxima-
tions. Finally, we generate a set of gauge field config-
urations for further measurements of anomalous trans-
port coefficients or other interesting properties of mag-
netized chiral matter near the deconfinement transition.
It should be stressed that the detailed study of the order
of phase transition and of its precise position is not the
aim of the present paper. We plan to publish a detailed
study of the deconfinement transition at zero magnetic
field elsewhere.
2. NUMERICAL SETUP
We consider lattice QCD with Nf = 1 + 1 quark
flavours, which have equal masses but different electric
charges, −e/3 and 2e/3. We use the massive overlap
Dirac operator,
D [µ] = 1 + µ/2 + γ5 (1− µ/2) sign (K) , (1)
where K = γ5 (DW − ρ) and DW is the Wilson-Dirac
operator with one level of over-improved stout smearing
[67, 68]. The bare quark mass is mq = µ/((1 − µ)ρ) =
0.087 (in lattice units) with ρ = 1.368, µ = 0.106.
In order to ensure that lattice gauge fields are suffi-
ciently smooth, we use the tadpole improved Lu¨scher-
Weisz gauge action [69–72]. A special Hybrid Monte-
Carlo (HMC) algorithm for overlap fermions which in-
creases the topological tunnelling rate was used [61–64].
Our simulations have been carried out on 163×6 lattices.
The pion mass was calculated from the axial vector cor-
relator 〈ψ¯γ5γ0ψ(x)ψ¯γ5γ0ψ(y)〉 and is around 500MeV.
The pion mass and lattice spacing were determined us-
ing independent runs on 123×24 lattices at zero magnetic
field (we do not consider here an interesting question of
the pion mass dependence on the magnetic field [73]).
The temperature T = 1/(Nta) is changed by varying
the inverse gauge coupling β and thus the lattice spac-
ing a. The latter was determined using the Sommer pa-
rameter [74] r0 = 0.49 fm. We have performed measure-
ments at β = 7.5, which corresponds to a = 0.15 fm and
T = 220MeV and at β = 8.3, for which a = 0.12 fm
and T = 280MeV. Although the exact value of the de-
confinement temperature is not known, we assume that
the temperature T = 220MeV is close to it and that
the temperature T = 280MeV already corresponds to
the deconfinement regime. There are several arguments
in favor of this assumption. First, the expectation value
of the Polyakov loop at T = 220MeV is significantly
smaller than at T = 280MeV (see Fig. 6) and the chiral
condensate at T = 220MeV is significantly larger than
at T = 280MeV (see Fig. 3).
Second, we have also considered the distributions of the
low-lying eigenvalues λ of the projected massless Dirac
operator
D˜0 =
2ρD0
2−D0
, D0 = 1 + γ5sign (K) (2)
at temperatures T = 220MeV (β = 7.5) and T =
280MeV (β = 8.3) as well as at intermediate values
β = 7.7, β = 7.9 and β = 8.1 which correspond to
some intermediate values of temperature 220MeV <
T (β = 7.7) < T (β = 7.9) < T (β = 8.1) < 280MeV.
Since for these intermediate values of β we have not mea-
sured the lattice spacing, the exact values of these inter-
mediate temperatures are not yet known. The factor of
ρ in (2) ensures that the eigenvalues of D˜0 correspond
to the eigenvalues of the continuum Dirac operator at
sufficiently small lattice spacing.
The eigenvalues λ of D˜0 are purely imaginary and are
related to the chiral condensate on the lattice exactly in
the same way as in the continuum theory:
Σ =
∑
i
1
mq + λi
=
∑
λi>0
2mq
m2q + |λi|
2
, (3)
where Σ = 1V
∂
∂ mq
Z (mq) and Z (mq) is the lattice par-
tition function with the Dirac operator (1). By virtue
of the relation (3), which implies that the condensate is
mostly saturated by Dirac eigenmodes with |λi| . mq,
effective restoration of chiral symmetry should result in
a significant widening of this gap.
The histograms of λ at β = 7.5 (T = 220MeV),
β = 7.7, β = 7.9, β = 8.1 and β = 8.3 (T = 280MeV)
are shown on Fig. 1. In order to make the comparison
with the chiral condensate easier, we rescale the eigen-
value density as in the Banks-Casher relation and plot
the histograms in terms of (piρ (λ) /V )1/3. One can see
that at β = 7.5 and β = 7.7 there is no gap in the
spectrum of D˜0, while at β = 7.9 the eigenvalue density
moves away from zero and eventually a clearly visible gap
forms. We interpret this gap opening as a signature of
the restoration of chiral symmetry at the deconfinement
temperature. From these data one can estimate that the
transition temperature corresponds to some β between
β = 7.9 and β = 8.1.
Finally, another argument which suggests that T =
280MeV corresponds to the deconfinement phase is that
the topological charge fluctuates substantially at T =
220MeV and at T = 280MeV it does not fluctuate at all.
Also, independent lattice studies [75, 76] of the deconfine-
ment phase transition with Nf = 2 flavors of improved
Wilson fermions imply that at our value of r0mpi = 1.24
the deconfinement temperature is around r0T ≈ 0.5,
which is slightly lower than our value r0T = 0.55 for
T = 220MeV.
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FIG. 1: Histograms of the eigenvalues λ of the overlap Dirac operator (2) in lattice units at different values of the inverse
coupling constant β which correspond to different temperatures in the range 220MeV < T < 280MeV.
5We note that with our quark masses we most likely
deal with a crossover rather than a finite-order phase
transition [77, 78]. Therefore the temperatures of the
deconfinement transition (which is typically determined
from the peak of the Polyakov loop susceptibility) and
of the chiral transition (which is extracted from the peak
of the chiral susceptibility) might in general be different.
Furthermore, the magnetic field might introduce some
additional splitting between the two transitions or change
their order [79]. However, with our present statistics it
is hardly possible to distinguish the two transitions or to
determine their order. Therefore in the rest of the paper
we simply refer to the range of temperatures in which
the deconfinement and the restoration of chiral symmetry
occur as the “deconfinement transition” for the sake of
brevity.
Given the two different values of quark charges qu =
2e/3 and qd = −e/3, the quantization of the magnetic
field B in our case is determined by the d quark charge
qd = −e/3 = −|q|,
qB = 2pi
Nb
L2sa
2
, (4)
where Ls is the spatial lattice size and Nb is an integer.
Table I summarizes the number of gauge field config-
urations which we have used for different temperatures
and magnetic fields. The third and the fifth column give
the total number of configurations which we have gen-
erated and the actual number of configurations which
we have used to calculate the averages of the Polyakov
loop and the chiral condensate. For the Molecular Dy-
namics (MD) part of the HMC algorithm, we used the
Omelyan integrator [80, 81]. The length of MD trajec-
tories ranged from 0.1 to 0.2 with the time step 0.001
in the confinement phase. In the deconfinement phase,
the MD trajectory length was close to one with a time
step of 0.00305. For all HMC processes, these parame-
ters were tuned to reach the optimal acceptance rate of
0.8 . . . 0.9. In order to start HMC simulations, we have
first performed several long runs (each consisting of sev-
eral hundred HMC trajectories) at zero magnetic field
using Zolotarev fermions [82], since these will generate a
similar ensemble as true overlap fermions but are signifi-
cantly faster during the thermalization process. Then we
continued thermalization with the overlap Dirac operator
for around 100 additional HMC trajectories. Ensembles
at non-zero magnetic field were thermalized for about
200 HMC trajectories starting from thermalized config-
urations at zero magnetic field. Initial configurations for
Monte-Carlo histories of our “production runs” shown in
Fig. 2, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 correspond to the end of this ther-
malization process. In addition, during the 50 subsequent
HMC trajectories we have continued to tune the value
of the improvement parameter in the gauge action. For
this reason these 50 first configurations have also been
excluded from our analysis. It should be noted that due
to the tuning of the improvement parameter at the be-
ginning of each HMC process, these parameters slightly
depend on the magnetic field. Since the magnetic field
is an infrared parameter which does not affect renormal-
ization, this dependence is a lattice artifact and should
be negligible for sufficiently small lattice spacing. After
completing the tuning of the action, we started measur-
ing each particular observable, and discarded the initial
measurements if the average value had not yet stabilized.
In total, our simulations took around 3 · 106 CPU-hours
(mostly on 3GHz Intel Xeon CPUs). In order to estimate
statistical errors and take into account autocorrelations
in our data the blocked jackknife method was applied.
No. of No. of
Nb qB, GeV
2 config., qB, GeV2 config.,
T = 220MeV T = 280MeV
0 0 302/153 0 1333/1135
1 0.044 443/144 0.068 750/702
5 0.22 378/309 0.34 762/664
10 0.44 1396/1130 0.68 778/727
TABLE I: Summary of statistics. In the third and fifth col-
umn the first number is the total number of HMC trajectories
in HMC processes and the second number is the actual num-
ber of configurations which were used to calculate the averages
of the Polyakov loop and chiral condensate.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
3.1. Chiral condensate and the distribution of
Dirac eigenvalues
In the limit of zero quark mass the chiral condensate
is an exact order parameter for spontaneous chiral sym-
metry breaking. In nature quarks are massive and QCD
with physical quark masses as well as Nf = 2 QCD with
light enough quarks (as in our case) exhibit a crossover in-
stead of a phase transition at finite temperature [77, 78].
Therefore, the chiral condensate can serve only as an ap-
proximate order parameter, which still decreases near the
deconfinement temperature, although not to zero. In this
work we study the u-quark condensate
Σu = −ρ
−1〈 ψ¯u (1−D0/2)ψu 〉, (5)
where the factor (1−D0/2) is a finite-spacing lattice cor-
rection [83] and ρ, the negative Wilson mass parameter in
the definition of overlap operator, is the usual wave func-
tion renormalization factor for overlap fermions. Since
the u-quark has the largest electric charge, this conden-
sate is most sensitive to the magnetic field. In particu-
lar, one can expect that if inverse magnetic catalysis is
observed for Σu, it will be also observed for the conden-
sate Σd of d-quarks as well as for the total condensate
Σ = Σu + Σd. Indeed, since for a fixed gauge field con-
figuration the magnetic field tends to increase the den-
sity of low-lying Dirac eigenvalues [35], inverse magnetic
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FIG. 2: Monte-Carlo histories of the chiral condensate (in lat-
tice units) close to Tc (T = 220MeV) (top) and in the decon-
finement (T = 280MeV)(bottom) regime for different mag-
netic fields. The length of the rectangles on the plot denotes
the configurations which were used for statistical averaging,
their central lines denote the corresponding expectation val-
ues and their height illustrates the statistical 1σ error of these
expectation values.
catalysis is an interplay of two competing effects. On
the other hand, the increase of the density of low-lying
Dirac eigenvalues increases the condensate (which is re-
lated to the density of Dirac eigenvalues by the Banks-
Casher relation [84]). On the other hand, a larger density
of low-lying eigenvalues decreases the fermionic determi-
nant and thus decreases the relative weight of this con-
figuration in an equilibrium statistical ensemble. Inverse
magnetic catalysis is observed if the effect of decrease of
statistical weight due to the magnetic field is larger than
the corresponding (valence) increase of the condensate
[35]. The first effect is most prominent if we consider the
condensate of u-quarks, which have the maximal charge
qu = 2e/3. The effect of the decrease of the fermionic
determinant is independent of whether we calculate the
condensate of the u- or d-quarks. If the decrease of the
fermionic determinant wins over the increase of the con-
densate already for the quark with the maximal charge,
for smaller quark charges this effect will be even stronger.
Therefore if inverse magnetic catalysis is observed for the
condensate of the u-quark, for the condensate of the d-
quark or for the sum of both condensates it will be even
more pronounced.
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FIG. 3: The difference Σ (B, T )−Σ(0, T ) in the values of the
chiral condensate at zero and nonzero external magnetic field
for T = 220MeV and T = 280MeV. In order to facilitate
reading the plot in physical units, the scale of the vertical
axis is chosen to be the cubic scale.
Monte-Carlo histories of the u-quark condensate (5)
at T = 220MeV and T = 280MeV and for different
magnetic field strengths are shown in Fig. 2 (we give
all results in lattice units). The condensate was cal-
culated using 64 Gaussian stochastic estimators. The
length of the rectangles on the plot mark the part of
the full HMC history which was used for statistical av-
eraging, their central line denotes the expectation values
and their width is the corresponding statistical 1 σ error.
We note that above the deconfinement temperature the
chiral condensate thermalizes much faster than below.
Autocorrelation times are about 10 − 20 HMC trajecto-
ries for T = 280MeV and about 30 HMC trajectories for
T = 220MeV. One can also see from Fig. 2 that dur-
ing thermalization the chiral condensate exhibits some
long-range fluctuations.
In Fig. 3 we show the dependence of the chiral conden-
sate in physical units on the magnetic field. Since exter-
nal magnetic field does not induce any additional diver-
gences in the chiral condensate [65, 66], in order to obtain
the finite physical answer we subtract the value of the
condensate at zero magnetic field and the same tempera-
ture from our results. Based on our data at T = 220MeV
we see some indications that the chiral condensate first
increases with magnetic field up to qB = 0.2GeV2, and
clear evidence that it decreases at larger values of qB.
This means that a sufficiently strong magnetic field tends
to restore the chiral symmetry and the theory approaches
the deconfinement regime in which the chiral symmetry
is restored. Such behaviour thus favors the inverse mag-
7netic catalysis scenario. At T = 280MeV the condensate
slowly increases.
To obtain a more complete picture of the restoration
of chiral symmetry, we have also studied how the spec-
trum of low-lying eigenvalues λ of the operator (2) for
the u-quark changes with magnetic field at T = 220MeV
and at T = 280MeV. The corresponding histograms of
λ are shown on Fig. 4. Again, we plot the eigenvalue
density rescaled as (piρ (λ) /V )
1/3
. One can see that for
T = 220MeV (β = 7.5) the eigenvalue density becomes
somewhat larger at small λ for Nb = 1 and Nb = 5,
but for Nb = 10 it decreases significantly, which again
indicates that chiral symmetry tends to be restored at
sufficiently high magnetic fields. At T = 280MeV the
spectrum of λ does not change significantly with mag-
netic field. This behaviour also completely agrees with
the dependence of the chiral condensate (5) on the mag-
netic field (see Fig. 3).
Recent studies of the Regensburg group [17] revealed
that in the vicinity of the deconfinement transition the
chiral condensate first increases for not very high values
of the magnetic field, and then starts decreasing. Taking
into account that in our case the ensemble at β = 7.5
(T = 220MeV) is close to deconfinement transition, our
results are in agreement with [17] except for the fact that
our masses are much larger than in [17]. For the same
value of the pion mass which we have used in our simu-
lation, the simulations of [17] have actually reproduced
magnetic catalysis rather than inverse magnetic cataly-
sis. This suggests that the use of chiral lattice fermions
strengthens the signatures of inverse magnetic catalysis.
3.2. Polyakov loop
The Polyakov loop serves as an order parameter for
QCD in the limit of infinitely heavy quarks. Similarly
to the chiral condensate, it still can be considered as an
approximate order parameter for the crossover transition
in QCD with finite quark masses which increases from
confinement to deconfinement.
Monte-Carlo histories of the Polyakov loop at T =
220MeV and T = 280MeV are shown in Fig. 5 for dif-
ferent magnetic fields. Again, the length of the rect-
angles denotes the data set which was used for statisti-
cal averaging, their central line denotes expectation val-
ues and their width corresponds to the statistical error
of the expectation value. The autocorrelation time for
the Polyakov loop is around 20 HMC trajectories for
T = 280MeV and from 10 to 30 HMC trajectories for
T = 220MeV.
The dependence of the expectation values of the
Polyakov loop on the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 6.
One can see that the Polyakov loop grows with magnetic
field for sufficiently large field strength (qB & 0.3GeV2).
This means that the quark free energy decreases and
the theory approaches the deconfinement regime, which
again indicates that we observe inverse magnetic cataly-
sis. Smaller magnetic fields do not change the Polyakov
loop within the statistical error range. Of course, much
more precise statements on the shift of the deconfinement
temperature can be made if one considers the Polyakov
loop susceptibility (see e.g. [14]), however, our statistics
is far too limited to perform such an analysis.
Similar results for the Polyakov loop were also obtained
in the papers [15, 18], where the Polyakov loop was ob-
served to increase with magnetic field at all temperatures,
and in [14], where the magnetic field slightly increased the
Polyakov loop in the deconfinement regime and decreased
it in the confinement regime.
3.3. Topological charge
Many interesting properties of the quark-gluon plasma
in an external magnetic field such as anomalous transport
phenomena [85–87] and local CP violation [41, 42, 88] are
believed to be related to topological transitions. Thus
it is important to understand how the magnetic field
changes the topological content of the QCD vacuum. It
should be stressed that a magnetic field can affect topol-
ogy only due to the back-reaction of dynamical quarks
on the gauge fields, which can only be observed in lattice
simulations with dynamical chiral fermions.
For this reason we have also studied the influence of the
magnetic field on the fluctuations of topological charge.
On the lattice the index theorem allows us to calculate
the topological charge by counting the number of zero
modes of the overlap Dirac operator. This is a natural
way to explore topology of the gauge fields on the lattice
because it does not require any smearing procedure and
further approximation to obtain integer numbers.
Monte-Carlo histories of the topological charge Q for
T = 220MeV are shown in Fig. 7. While for qB = 0,
qB = 0.044GeV2 and qB = 0.44GeV2 the Monte-
Carlo histories look quite similar, for qB = 0.22GeV2 we
note that our Monte-Carlo process tends to spend more
time in states with non-zero topological charge, which
might imply some increase in topological susceptibility.
To quantify this tendency we calculate the expectation
value of the topological charge squared. We find that a
small magnetic field (qB = 0.044GeV2) causes almost no
change in 〈Q2 〉 – at qB = 0 we get 〈Q2 〉 = 0.264, for
qB = 0.044GeV2 this became 〈Q2 〉 = 0.374. At larger
magnetic field (qB = 0.22GeV2) there is a significant in-
crease to 〈Q2 〉 = 0.870, and then at qB = 0.44GeV2 -
the decrease almost to zero, 〈Q2 〉 = 0.02. Unfortunately,
due to very large autocorrelation time of the topological
charge it is hardly possible to reliably estimate the errors
of these numbers. It is interesting to note that such a
behavior of 〈Q2 〉 parallels the non-monotonous depen-
dence of the chiral condensate on magnetic field strength
(see Fig. 3). However, with the present level of statistical
uncertainties we cannot make reach quantitative conclu-
sions on the dependence of 〈Q2 〉 on the magnetic field
strength. It would be safer to say that our data just rule
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FIG. 4: Histograms of the eigenvalues λ of the operator (2) at temperatures T = 220MeV (β = 7.5, on the left) and
T = 280MeV (β = 8.3, on the right) and at different values of the magnetic field flux.
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FIG. 5: Monte-Carlo histories of the Polyakov loop for T =
220MeV and T = 280MeV and different magnetic fields. The
length of the rectangles on the plot denotes the configurations
which were used for statistical averaging, their central lines
denote the corresponding expectation values and their height
illustrates the statistical 1σ error of these expectation values.
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FIG. 6: The Polyakov loop as a function of magnetic field for
T = 220MeV and T = 280MeV.
out any unexpectedly fast growth or decrease of 〈Q2 〉
at qB 6= 0. Finally, we note that in the deconfinement
regime (T = 280MeV) we did not see any topological
fluctuations for any value of the magnetic field.
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FIG. 7: Monte-Carlo histories of the topological charge in the
confinement regime (T = 220MeV).
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the results of a lattice
study of two-flavor lattice QCD with dynamical overlap
fermions in an external magnetic field up to 0.68GeV2
and with a pion mass around 500MeV. Due to the
use of special Hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithms developed
for overlap fermions in [59–64] we were able to perform
fully first-principle simulations without any restriction of
topological charge fluctuations and to generate several
hundreds of configurations for each set of parameters.
We have considered the dependence of the chiral con-
densate and the Polyakov loop on the magnetic field at
two fixed lattice spacings (a = 0.15 fm and a = 0.12 fm),
which correspond to the temperatures T = 220MeV and
T = 280MeV for the 163 × 6 lattice. The first value
is likely to be very close to the deconfinement transi-
tion and the second value seems to be already in the
deconfinement regime. Our results support the inverse
magnetic catalysis scenario in which the deconfinement
temperature decreases with increasing magnetic field.
Finally, it is interesting to note that in the previous
works [14, 15, 17] with staggered fermions inverse mag-
netic catalysis was observed only for sufficiently small
pion masses. In contrast, in our simulations with chi-
ral lattice fermions the pion mass is quite large (and
is comparable to the value used in the seminal work
[14]), but nevertheless we find clear signatures of in-
verse magnetic catalysis. This observation suggests that
good chiral properties seem to strengthen inverse mag-
netic catalysis. One possible explanation of this fact is
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the possible relation between inverse magnetic catalysis
and the instanton-induced interactions between quarks
[41, 42]. Correct implementation of such type of inter-
actions (t’Hooft vertex) with rooted staggered fermions
has been questioned by M. Creutz for a long time [48–
50]. While recent studies [51–53] demonstrate that such
interactions might be still reproduced in rooted stag-
gered QCD sufficiently close to the continuum limit, it
is reasonable that at finite lattice spacing chiral lattice
fermions will be more advantageous for studying the ef-
fects mediated by topological objects.
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